Sex crimes in Europe are here to stay

*Rap(eau) du Cologne*

The sexual attacks *en masse* on New Year’s Eve in Cologne is now thoroughly reported all over the world, however if the local politicians and police force have had their way, it would have remained a hushed down affair with maybe only the odd eyewitness report flying around on social media which easily could have been brushed off as hearsay by authorities. Once the news of the sexual attacks broke, similar events both in Germany and other European countries were reported and some going back several years. By studying them, certain patterns of commonalities emerge;

- The perpetrators operating in group seemed almost exclusively to be of Third World origin,
- The scale of the attacks were unprecedented in magnitude,
- The attacks were conducted in public,
- The victims largely came from the host nations,
- The sex attacks also had a distinct racist motive, but so called *reverse racism* is a taboo topic in Europe to the point that it in most countries its excluded from the definition of hate crimes,
- The incidents were downplayed or covered up by the authorities and often mainstream media knew about them by decided not to report and,
- The leftwing feminist movements’ response were generally muted and not unusually they arranged protests against racism as soon as the perpetrators’ Third World origins became known.

Studying the previous incidents, any sentences against the rapists, albeit rare, have generally been mild and a suitable ‘punishment’ proposed by the multiculturalist politicians have been that of education, as it is assumed that the sexual predators, with some of them having lived in Europe for years, did not know that rape and sexual harassments actually are punishable crimes.

**Sex crimes are not like other crimes**

But education will do little to bring down the numbers of rape, sexual harassment, etc due to the reason that sex crimes are a different than most other crimes. These are triggered by strong urges and drives hard to control among certain clusters of men. In that sense, sex criminals are not unlike kleptomaniacs and arsonists, there are obsessive compulsive forces that keep hounding them, hard to suppress, until they shoplift, put things on fire and for the rapists to rape. Whilst politicians at all costs want to avoid linking certain types of crime to specific innate traits, this however is uncontroversial in science as sexual perpetrators tend to share a suite of common characteristics;

- Low levels of impulse control,
- Low intellectual ability and,
- Egotism and lack of empathy.1,2,3

In essence, the male(s) any woman want to stay away from are self-centered, impulsive with low intelligence (IQ<90) and empathy. In short, it sounds like the poster boy for any ghetto *(or no-go zone)* of choice and that is obviously not a coincidence, such factors obviously also works adversely in other aspects of life and therefore they are often found in the low socioeconomic strata. In fact, the often subjective view of sexual offenders as highly unpleasant personalities do seem to be scientifically corroborated. The problem is really quite simple, the more you have of this group of individuals among your population, whether immigrated or not, the higher rates of sex crimes are expected and what is worse as these genetic patterns are hereditary, so are any offspring from these perpetrators of significantly higher risk of themselves eventually commit sex crimes.3,4

**Women in Europe are going to have to fight a two front war**

So sex crimes at an alarming level in Europe are here to stay, as countries allow for individuals with the above undesired characteristics to permanently settle and over time obtaining citizenship. And as the problem has a significant genetic component, it can only to a lesser degree be educated away. Then what
to be expected, in the typical European way, is that the conclusion from the hapless politicians must be that the sex attacks are society’s fault, possibly triggered by some form of structural racism that marginalises the ‘poor’ Third World immigrants. They might even allude to that some sort of racist behaviour from the victims themselves preceded and triggered the attack, somehow the women having themselves to blame. Cover-ups and relativisation will be the new normal because as part of the multicultural experiment not offending the offender is the guiding principle.

Women of Europe now have to fight a two front war, against the sexual predators and a movement that high jacked its name, feminism, as absurdly enough, the otherwise quite militant feminist movement has become what literally is an uneasy bedpartners with the rapists, more focused on downplaying the attacks than standing up for the safety of women. Any calls for help from them will fall on deaf ears, with sex victims unfortunately deemed as sacrificial lambs in the sacrosanct multicultural doctrine and therefore best ignored and no help can either be expected from the authorities which in some cases have even been ordered to look away.

The future looks increasingly bleak.
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